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Abstract: This article presents technical students’ perceptions and motivations towards instructional courseware on Construction Technology course. Creative and innovative educators always do improve in upgrading their approach of teaching and learning. One of the approaches is by using instructional courseware. This is quantitative study incorporated survey strategy with four Likert scales questionnaire instrument involving 170 students focused on students’ perceptions of instructional courseware and motivation of students after using the instructional courseware. Five elements of perception that have been assessed consist of the content, design of interactive, interface design, learning strategies and motivation towards this interactive courseware. The instructional courseware focuses on fundamental concepts of construction including the Site Preparation and Construction Components Clearing System. Each section includes content, graphics or videos pertaining and followed by quizzes that evaluate students’ understanding. The mean value analyzed for student’s perception towards instructional courseware exceeds 3.40 which show a good acceptance to the courseware developed. Motivation of students also assessed using a model of ARCS. For future studies, the effectiveness of this courseware should be evaluated by using pre and post-test.
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1. Introduction

Technology is now expanding in any field. Technology developments give positive impact towards educational system as technology can facilitate and develop the students’ understanding pertaining to certain topic which has been taught in class [1]. Nowadays, most of teachers are eager to integrate technology in their lessons in order to educate the students on information society. The information computer technologies (ICTs) are globally recognized tools that needs to be fully integrated in all educational fields especially Technical Vocational Education Technologies (TVET). Since TVET is considered the nature and sophisticated field to the economic, industrial and human resources development, in public or private sector [2]. The main activity of educating which are development of the learning module, delivery of teaching, learning and evaluation strengthening program supported by momentum growth of ICT [1].

The effective ICTs integration into TVET could change the entire focus of manpower needs in the world; from “skilled-based” to “ICT-Capable” work force. Therefore, the demand of an effective “ICT-based” TVET is not an over generalization. TVET, being one of the most distinguished fields of education right from Stone Age to the present era of industrial development, still maintain its tempo toward the infrastructural, industrial, human and material resources development [2].

Instructional courseware is introduced to enhance teaching
and learning process as an initiative to improve positive impact toward student's achievement. At the same time it may create the smooth process of teaching and learning and attracted the interest of the students to learn the subject, with supported by some questions for revision in the form of self-assessment [1]. Further add that tools like this instructional courseware provide formative evaluation of the end product and individual reflection on learning [3].

This study was conducted to determine technical students' perceptions and their motivation towards instructional courseware on Construction Technology course. In technical courses, hands-on learning is a priority in enhancing students' understanding. This approach should be supported with the other learning strategies to ensure that the students really understand the fundamental concept of construction. The courseware is an added value to the meaningful teaching and learning process that can be delivered in a very interactive and interesting approach. It also provides motivation and inspiration to explore of the real construction situation in Malaysia. Researches indicate that active, reflective, intuitive and high visual students benefit creatively after using the multimedia learning tool [4].

This courseware is developed based on tutorial learning approach. Tutorial learning approach allows individual learning on the lesson content supported with the quizzes in a sequential and orderly method. Tutorial generally adopts the first two approaches which are the way of delivering the course contents and helping the students in the initial process of getting that content [5].

Tutorial strategy introduced and described the skills, new information, and thus supervise students’ attempt to apply what they have learned. Tutorial strategy is worked based on students’ response and if they forgot previous learning, they can choose to repeat any necessary learning. Meanwhile, for the certain effective group of students, they can pursue their studies to a next level. This strategy provides an opportunity for the students to learn based their own pace irrespective to the level of student achievement [6].

Application of this effective use of interactive courseware is mainly to help students with various learning styles. The use of computer technology through a combination of multimedia elements such as text, graphics, animation, audio and video allows students to learn certain concepts quickly, keeping the memory more longer, providing a clearer picture and accelerate student understanding [7]. Technological developments affect the structure and function of educational institutions. Educators also acknowledged the significance to integrate technology into their teaching process in educating the students on informational literate [8].

Animations are embedded in the development of interactive courseware. It can be considered as teaching aids through multimedia [9]. Animation can stimulate students' interest. The use of graphic animation courseware can be implemented to students with different cognitive styles and abilities of visual spatial abilities[10]. According to [11], the animated enhance cognitive processes in providing a clear picture that will reduce the need to process information, and memorizing techniques. Pedagogical multimedia courseware will generate magnetic force students to their learning process [12]. That means the vision, focus, soul and mind are actively focused on learning. Therefore, with the focus entirely on the learning process, it is undeniable that learning courseware is useful in helping the educators to achieve objectives outlined and improve students’ learning. Construction Technology courseware is multimedia courseware that perfectly influence students learning by motivation since the perceptions students towards courseware is positively interesting.

2. Related Works

2.1. Motivation

Motivation is categorized as intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivators are independent of the instruction, such as paying learners or otherwise offering learners rewards they consider desirable. However the use of extrinsic motivators is being arguing among researchers since the goals becomes the reward rather than learning [5]. Intrinsic motivation is intrinsically motivation if learners consider it to be interesting. Alessi and Trollip point out several techniques to enhance intrinsic motivation which is (i) use game techniques, (ii) use embellishments such as visual techniques to increase of work and attention and to encourage deeper cognitive processing, (iii) use exploratory environments, (iv) give the learner personal control, (v) challenge the learner, (vi) arouse the learner’s curiosity and (vii) give encouragement even when the errors are made.

Techniques for maintaining motivation should be considered at both the macro and micro level. The macro-level refers to the instructional strategy such as using courseware in learning. The micro-level refers to specific elements of a lesson, such as using graphics and animation. Based on the criteria of intrinsic motivations it’s obviously stated that using a courseware multimedia in construction technology is one of the way to enhance students’ motivation on learning technical and vocational education. This courseware also contains the elements of multimedia such as video. Teaching materials with supplementary video clips may improve lecture organization and presentation in order to achieve effective teaching and learning [13]. The video material use in learning is to increase student’s attention and increase learning quality. There are two important goals should be achieved in process of learning, there are reducing cognitive load and increasing student's attention [13].

One of the advantages of computerized animation is it able to clarify and simplify dynamic information to students There were several researches summed out effectiveness of computerized animation in deliver information, commentate abstracted concepts, draw attention, increase interest and motivation, neutralize dangerous or sensitive subjects and present complex information in little time [12].

The quality of education is affected, when lack of learning motivation. In this sense, learning motivation is inseparable
from learning effectiveness: greater motivation improves learning results and encourages learners to make a greater effort and continue learning [14].

2.2. ARCS

The ARCS Model of Motivational Design is a well-known and widely applied model of instructional design. It is simple and powerful because it is rooted in a number of motivational theories and concepts. This ARCS Model is an easy-to-apply, heuristic approach to increasing the motivational appeal of instruction. Following its development, the ARCS Model was field tested in two in-service teacher education programs. Based on the results of these field tests, the ARCS Model appears to provide useful assistance to designers and teachers, and warrants more controlled studies of its critical attributes and areas of effectiveness.

The ARCS Model of motivation was developed in response to a desire to find more effective ways of understanding the major influences on the motivation to learn, and for systematic ways of identifying and solving problems with learning motivation. The resulting model contains a four category synthesis of variables that encompasses most of the areas of research on human motivation, and a motivational design process that is compatible with typical instructional design models. The four elements of motivation refer to ARCS Model are attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction.

2.2.1. Attention

Attention refers to the response of students to start learning by teaching materials. Startup software attractive and effective courseware to students will increase students' attention. In prepared an instructional courseware, variety content, elements, colours and attractive presentation is applied. It’s for captured the attention when stating using lesson and maintain the attention till the end. Attention is strategies for arousing and sustaining curiosity and interest [15].

Attention is based on two types of arousal that is perceptual arousal and inquiry arousal. Perceptual arousal affords novelty, surprise, incongruity or uncertainty, such as a teacher places a sealed box covered with question marks on a table in front of the class. This situation will attract students focus on the lesson. Inquiry arousal is the stimulate curiosity by posing questions or problems to solve, example a teacher presents a scenario of a problem situation and asks the class to brainstorm possible solutions based on what they have learned in the lesson. Another element to attract student attention is variability, such as incorporate a range of methods and media to meet students' varying needs. As an example, after teacher teaches the concepts, ask students to form a groups and assigns each group a set of practice problems [15].

The courseware that has been prepared is applied with the element of construction as the layout and the colour using for the layout is interesting and attracted. The courseware is included a montage to give students view the whole topics in the courseware. The elements multimedia that is applied in the courseware could also attract students’ attention. Figure 1 shows the first interactive slide introduces the overall overview of the course with the support of an audio.

![Figure 1. First slide of instructional courseware.](image1)

![Figure 2. User guide slide.](image2)

![Figure 3. Specific sub-topic.](image3)
2.2.2. Relevance

Relevance will help students link the existing knowledge with new knowledge. It helps students understand the knowledge and application of knowledge and skills in the future. Increased relevance could happen when the relationship with students' prior knowledge related to the construction of new experiences using the instructional courseware. Relevance reflects on the strategies that link to learners' needs, interests, and style. Relevance includes elements of goal orientation, matching and familiarity. This courseware includes a user guide slide to guide the students to explore the instructional courseware as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows specific sub-topic for student to freely explore.

Goal orientation presents the objectives and useful purpose of the instruction and specific methods for successful achievement such as explains the objectives of the lesson.

Motive matching is matched objectives to student needs and motives that mean teacher allows students to present their projects in writing or orally to accommodate different learning needs and styles.

Familiarity is present content in ways that are understandable and that are related to the learners' experience and values as example teacher let the students to provide examples from their own experiences for the concept presented in class [15].

Courseware construction technology is fulfilled the relevance elements since its using tutorial concepts to let student freely explore the courseware based on their personal performance. Excellent or moderate students could operate based on their attention and the layout for notes and quizzes is consistent provide familiarity to student.

2.2.3. Confidence

Confidence is emphasizing positive values towards their activities. There are three elements to encourage students' confidence that are learning requirements, success opportunities and personal responsibility.

Learning requirements means let students alert their learning and performance requirements and assessment criteria by providing them a list of assessment criteria for their research projects and circulates examples. Success opportunities are provide challenging and meaningful opportunities for successful learning such as allow the students to practice extracting and summarizing information from various sources and then provides feedback before the students begin their research projects. Personal responsibility is link learning success to students' personal effort and ability such as teacher provides written feedback on the quality of the students' performance and acknowledges the students' dedication and hard work [15]. Students enhanced their confidence level during exploring the instructional courseware. Figure 4 below shows a slide that contain notes and supported by related pictures that enhanced confidence level of the students.

This instructional courseware is also embedding the soft skill to the technical students through specific activities in classroom or outside classroom. The skills are self-adaptability skill, planning and decision making skill. The intended soft skills which refer to a combination of knowledge and skills need to be applied in meeting the requirements of the industry [16]. As the fundamental of construction can be found in the instructional courseware, the students that use the courseware can also be said will obtained soft skill via the courseware. The soft skill that is unconsciously embedded in the courseware will help the students to grasp the generic skill needed in the real situation of construction beyond their classroom.

2.2.4. Satisfaction

Satisfaction is achieved once students can practice their knowledge and skills and they receive good response to continue learning. For satisfaction there are two reinforcements. The first one is intrinsic reinforcement means encourage and support intrinsic enjoyment of the learning experience. Example a teacher invites former students to provide testimonials on how learning these skills helped them with subsequent homework and class projects. Extrinsic
rewards is provide positive reinforcement and motivational feedback such as a certificate to students as they master the complete set of skills. Figure 5 shows a slide of the courseware that provides quizzes with feedback to encourage and make the students satisfy with their performance.

Satisfactions also filled by equity which are maintain consistent standards and consequences for success. As an example, after the term project has been completed, the teacher provides evaluative feedback using the criteria described in class. [15]. The construction technology courseware is also provides student satisfaction by all the elements multimedia that are using in the courseware.

3. Methodology

This study incorporated quantitative research methodology with survey strategy with four Likert scales questionnaire instrument to evaluate the effectiveness in terms of the functional of the interactive courseware. The sample of the study consists of 170 technical students in Construction Technical College with the range age 18-23 years old. The students were introduced with the Construction Technology interactive courseware and questionnaire will be given right after they have completed in exploring the courseware. The questionnaire given comprises of five parts which are (i) analysis the content in the interactive courseware, (ii) analysis on the design of the interactive courseware, (iii) analysis on the interfaced of the interactive courseware, (iv) analysis on the learning strategies or approaches used in the interactive courseware and (v) motivation towards this interactive courseware. These data were analyzed by using Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS).

4. Finding and Discussions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructional Courseware</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Strategies</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This part of questionnaire is an early overview by the students about the courseware, the students’ preference about the appearance of the courseware, in term of the design, interface and also the content an learning strategies used in the delivering the knowledge. Even this part of evaluation might always be neglected, the importance of the approach, design and procedure [17] is important in early evaluating any courseware used in instructional. The data abstracted via the questionnaires given to the students reveals that they enjoy the courseware very much as mean of the four component of the instructional courseware; content, design, interface and learning strategies are 3.43, 3.40, 3.48 and 3.48 respectively.

This showed that the students find the courseware is really helpful when it comes to help them in understanding the content of the subject and its interface really enjoyable and they are not bored by it. Besides that, learning strategies used in the courseware really suitable with the students’ level this helps them to understand the content of the courseware. The lowest mean among four elements is interaction between the courseware and the students. It is because the constraints felt by the students when exploring the courseware without referring the user guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kellers’ ARCS Model which focuses on creating, stimulating and motivational environment, has been research and adopted in various studies [18], thus the motivation of using the courseware also measured via the questionnaire, and the mean of four elements of motivation gained. Overall mean of the motivations elements is high because the courseware fulfilled the ARCS motivations elements.

For attention, with the mean is 3.38 proved that the courseware really catch the students’ eye throughout their usage of the courseware. [18] For attention, not only the courseware has to catch the student eyes, but to maintain their interest throughout the learning process using the courseware is really important in this element. The courseware has to able to stimulate and arouse sufficient inquiry in the student to be able them to explore the knowledge in the courseware. These are the attention element in the courseware that makes the students pay their attention through the courseware.

The relevance of a courseware is about how the courseware aligned with the goal or aim of the students about the subject; whether the courseware meet the students’ needs and how close the content of the courseware to the real situation faced by the students [19]. For this element, with mean of 3.36 suggested that the courseware relevant to the students’, in term of their aims and goals in the subject, and the content of the courseware not alien to them, in the context of familiarity of content to the students.

The confidence elements of the courseware emphasized about success expectation, success opportunity and personal responsibility of the students [18] while using the courseware. The confident built in the students in the early stage of using the courseware, when there is a student guide to guide them for the first time student, then the confidence built throughout the courseware by a good organization structure from easy to hard, in the content expect. The students feel more confident as not only they are familiar with the content, but also the amount of knowledge delivered to them is sufficient and suitable for them, and not a burden for them to understand the courseware and the knowledge itself.

In satisfaction element, where intrinsic motivation [18] and
positive consequences [19] is measured, stirred the students’ satisfaction while using the courseware. With the mean 3.40, is a proof that the courseware is a satisfaction for the student, and bring positive feelings to the student, when using the courseware.

5. Conclusion and Recommendation

The content of instructional courseware focused on the critical basic part of Construction Technology. It compiled with interactive, informative and presentative of teaching strategies design will help students to understand the content. The findings of the analysis of user accept ance prove that the courseware Construction Technology successfully meet the needs and suit the target groups. This interactive instructional courseware is able to improve student motivation. This alternative of approach of teaching and learning strategy was accepted positively by students. This instructional courseware also contributes to the enhancement of students’ understanding in the construction field, which considered difficult in the beginning of study. For future studies, the effectiveness of this courseware should be evaluated by using pre and post-test.
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